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Ceal Floyer
lkon Gallery
Birmingham
lf you ever wondered what the
walls of the lkon Gallery might
look like if they weren't always
obscured by indifferent or
indeed interesting works of art,
this is your chance. Ceal
Floyer is so economical in her
means of expression, she
would make the average minimalist seem extravagant. At
the preview there were a lot of
people hunting in corners or

Her restraint has won her many
admirers. The resource room is
bulging with speculation on the
philosophical ramifications of her
determined reticence. The bulk of
writing that her art has stimulated
seems to have been in inverse
ratio to the amount of work itself.
It's not just that there isn't much
here, (it spans nine years after
all), more that what there is has
only just made it from the state of
invisibility to which at least one
piece, Monochrome Till Receipt,
is destined to return. lt has to be
admitted that there is an appealing cheekiness in such a daring
refusal to be drawn into the sometimes messy and always difficult
business of actually making
things. But is the gesture any different, any more interesting or
any more contemporary than say
Robert Rauschenburg's Erased
De Kooning of the 1960's? There
was something truly shocking
about the way that whiteness was
achieved on that occasion, i.e. by
rubbing out a De Kooning drawing
and then exhibiting it as a minimal
abstract image. The terms of reference of Till Receipt seem trivial
in comparison.

There are numerous examples
of pretentious works of art
from every age to be found in
museums throughout the
world. lt's not difficult therefore
to be sympathetic to the desire
of at least one artist not to clutter the place up with a whole
lot more. But when this takes
the form of two identical photographs of a glass of water
one entitled Half Full and the
other Half Empty, it's hard to
be convinced. The punning
reference is simply too familiar
from agony-aunt presenters
on daytime TV to be anything
other than boring. ls this the
point perhaps? The catalogue
notes and the monographs
upstairs would have us believe
othenrvise. This is understandable. lf the work is not profound it isn't anything, and
there are times, to be fair,
when it almost is profound. In
Door 1995, for instance, a
slide projector which appears
to be humming away to no
useful purpose, is in fact projecting a strip of light at the
bottom of a near-by door. This
creates the illusion that the
door is closed on a brightly lit
room. lt's clever and evocative.

It certainly works better

than
anything else in the show. lts
companion piece Light Switch
1992 is showy in comparison.

For a brief moment there is
confusion in the mind about
whether the projected light
switch is real. Once you've got

the joke, i.e. that it isn't, it's
better to resist the invitation of
the gallery notes to get serious
and 'consider the inversion of
the cause-effect relation
between switches and artificial
light'and simply move on. You

ii'', v i ews ;i ? v i ews ;i
will be charmed by some of what
you see without a doubt. Helix
2001 is cleverly absurd. The
compelling logic of the plastic
gauge is turned on its head by
the hi-jacking of its original purpose. Finding things to fit into its
different sized holes must have
required the sort of dedication
that you might get, for example,
when a model railway enthusiast
is searching for the right piece of
miniature rolling stock.

Mousehole 1994 is the show's
nadir. To be interesting it would
have needed to be amusing or
arresting instead of simply fey
and irritating. The gallery note's
explanation that '...it serves to
draw attention to the arched ceiling of the room...'is just about as
absurd a suggestion as you will
ever come across in an apparently serious commentary about
art. lt is foolish to invite the public
to extrapolate from such a trivial
idea to questions of greater
importance when there's nothing
much to contemplate when you
get there. The artist is clearly
able to engage in witty debates
about the complex nature of art
and she undoubtedly wants the
fruits of this theorisation to be
represented in her work, but this
won't happen automatically or at
all if the works don't elicit inter,

est.

When you're working along the
margins of art, there's nowhere
else to go but off the edge, The
option of going back would call
for the sort of compromise that
this type of art could not withstand. lt's chancy, it's risky but in
the end an art practice that has
had to give up so much in order
to pursue its even-less-is-morebut-can-be-quite-funny ethos is
bound to be lacking in substance.

-- v
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As the artist says '..if someone
wants to be tricked into seeing
something not there they will be.
lf they want to see a snowdrift in
a sheet of white paper they will it's a question of hermeneutics it's a question that's not unrelated
to the complexity which arises
out of the distinction between figuration and abstraction'. The
trouble with the debates around
the meaning and status of white
is their sterility. Malevich established the credentials of white on
white in the pursuit of absolute
purity but that was long before

Rauschenburg produced his
spoiled version of the same thing
with a more disturbing omission
than mere reference. The weakness in the show is that there
isn't any similarly lingering sense
of all that might have been
excluded in order to stay on
track. As Frank Stella was always
willing to acknowledge, what you
see is what you get. That's certainly the case here. The resultant white-out is almost absolute.
Peter McCarthy

Mick Rafferty
Library Gallery
University of Warwick
ln the past few years Rafferty has

been preoccupied with the
manipulation of a surface, on
board or canvas,using a variety
of colour mediums ( lndustrial
paints, spray cans, acrylic ) to
delineate and differentiate the
structure of the abstract
image.The depth and structure
within these paintings was often
achieved by masking and layering; as if viewing through a succession of curtains.Often placed
on the floor and worked upon
from all sides, there was no obvious way up:until hung.

s

A similar approach is evident

his present body of

in

work.
Rafferty still excites us with his
with his invention, although while
still delighting in the accidental
his decisions appear to be more
considered and less
intuitive.This has been forced on
him to some degree by his
choice of subjecVstarting matter.
Rafferty has assembled, collarged, dissected, torn and reorganised a series of photocopies

of

Japanese prints;mainly
Geisha ' figures in interiors (
I

nude or costumed ). They are in
black and white with a thin wash
of colour added by Rafferty.
These are covetous images that
' work' well, I believe, because
Rafferty has introduced the
superb calligraphic line of the (
photocopied ) source material.
This interactive line was not evident in his previous work. Also
because the original Japanese
prints would be 'read' by the
Japanese in the manner they
read their own written language,
(which makes sense of what
appears to our left to right western 'reading'to be an isometric,
parallel perspective.) The perspective shifts of the rearranged
interiors create ambiguities within the layers of space that
equates with cubism.

These studies have led

to 2

paintings. Rich in surface, colour
and mark, they lack however the
authoritative line and compositional strength of the originals.

Sfeve Phillips
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Nigel Rolfe
Life Without Life
Leamington Spa Art Gallery The Royal Pump Rooms.
This January, the Art Gallery &
Museum at the Royal Pump
Rooms, Leamington Spa were
delighted to present internationally renowned installation and
performance artist Nigel Rolfe.

the first time the work has been
shown in the U.K. and the first
time that Rolfe has exhibited in
the U.K. for over 5 years.

The flower images are united by
'Life the fact that they are all in a preWithout Life'was on show at the served state of death, which
Art Gallery from 20 January - 25 relates to the context of the work.
The title 'Life Without Life' is a
February 2001.
reference to the 'life unworthy of
The installation consisted of 162 life', the Nazi name for those with
delicate, monotone images of physical deformities or mental
dead and dessicated flowers handicaps who were exterminatprojected onto a wall. The ed during the Nazi campaign of
slides slowly dissolve into each terror. The work is a poetic tesother to make a continuously tament to those lives. lt applies,
changing image of flowers however, to organised injustices
accompanied by a specially worldwide and in our own time.
recorded soundtrack. This was Nigel Rolfe's work provokes,

His stunning projection

s

haunts and challenges the viewer. lt is a solitary, melancholic
and powerful exhibition.

Nigel Rolfe was born in the lsle
of Wight in 1950 and now lives
and works in Dublin, lreland. His
work encompasses performance, photography, sound and
video. He is senior tutor at the
Royal College of Art in London
and visiting critic to post-gradu-

ate colleges in England and

America. He has had retrospec-

tive exhibitions in the

lrish
Museum of Modern Art and the
Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville
in Paris.

For information or images please
contact: Sara Dewsbery,
Marketing Assistant on (01926)
7 42709 email: sdewsbery @warwickdc.gov.uk

review by Steven Blake on page 6

'Life 1'
copyright Nigel Rolfe
Page 2
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Simon English
The Loft Theatre and
Foyer of Wanrickshire College.

This artist in our midst brings
into play a larger than life perspective. The work as seen at
the College which covers the
last ten years is bold, innovative
and imaginative. To use the
landscape itself as your canvas,
instead of painting what you see
on to canvas takes some
courage. You might start with a
drawing as is displayed here but
the translation of the idea on to

a

the very earth itself as
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own with the best in his field
and show them a thing or two.
He seems to be on the brink of
the media attention that elevated Gormley, Long, and Hirst
into national consciousness
but, of course, that will mean he
will have to come in out of the
cold, into the gallery location as
he has done in the Loft and
stun us with yet more miracles.

Dave Phillips

in

Stuail Ellis

'Reversing the Zebra' (1992)
calls for ingenuity and confidence, and sheer hard work,
combined with good organisational skills. Others too might be
doing similar things such as
Richard Long but English's work
goes further than most of the
artists in this conceptual idiom.
He manages to make his work
into colourful images and there
is a playfulness that adds a new
dimension. One has only to see
his 'Tigerskin Rug' (1995) or
'The Thieves of Time' (1993) or
'Monumental Horse' (1995) to
see the variety that has been
created. There is thought and

Southtown Gallery, Gaia,
Regent Place.

were of abstract landscapes
consisting of flat horizontal
colours mainly reds and blues.
The source of inspiration was
apparently Cornwall and in that
they were different, offering a
spacious scene with an atmospheric calmness as the main
feature, unlike our usual notion
of a drama laden, craggy place.
The paintings were well framed
with sufficient space to allow
them to breathe. A sense of the
panoramic was evident and in
this search for vastness, the
paintings one felt could have
been larger. Only one painting
suggested drama with a storm

brewing and one felt that in

'Momento

Moi'

o"t

,r"fl#i:lB::i.

future exhibitions one might see
more storms contrasting with
this Zen like calm that permeated the works here. A little more
about the artist would have
been useful, as this was apparently his first show.

Dave Phillips

connections being made with
the past as well as the present

as one sees his sketch

of

, Leonardo da Vinci's "'Sforza"'

monument that was the inspiration for the latter work. Although
his mind is teeming with ideas
and all he needs arc a line of
sponsors, as did Keinholtz, to
be able to implement them, we
also see the impressive skill evident in his drawings as in the

Loft Theatre display. He can
adapt to any situation and it is
encouraging that in a smalltown
we have yet another artist (there
are others too) who can hold his

Design tor 'Bunny

Hill'

April2000 mown grass

Simon English
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Geoff Underwood
Southtown Gallery, Gaia,
Regent Place.
The Southtown Gallery continues its season of exhibitions
and no artist in the area
should ever think they could
not get a show, for the policy
adopted by the gallery directors is one of openness. There
is a welcome and warmth here
and any novice gets guidance
and encouragement in terms
of how to get an exhibition
together. At the same time
those who have shown in the
past do so again and there is
thus continuity as well as novelty in the programme. A case
in point here is the indomitable
Undenrvood out in all seasons,
battling with the elements to
record his observations of
places he loves. ln this
instance the cliffs, the fields
and the landscape of Wessex,
Cornwall and Wiltshire. Known
for his indefatigable observation, always a sketchbook in
hand, he has recorded not
only the character of these
places but the different quality
of light and the restlessness of
the elements.

;l ? vi ews ;i ? vi ews ii a vi ews ;i

Matthew Smith and Michelle
Savage
Southtown Gallery, Gaia,
Regent Place.

This exhibition is a bit different
for this venue for most of the
exhibitions held have been of
two-dimensional work.

Savage's work consists of free
standing forms but not self-suppoding that one can in all other
respects readily associate with
plants. But there is a difference
for they are made from synthetic
materials and look natural in a
fashion. But the brightness of the
colour and the scattered gravel
at their base, immediately
evokes the sea-bed. lt is as if
they have emerged from some
undenryater world, some strange
aquarium plant that is alive and
growing but made of raw plugs
opened up and eyelets that have
been threaded. They are arresting and as the artist states would
be an eye-catcher for the foyer of

The boats, the quays, the
cliffs, the heaving seas, the
landmarks are all here, for
they have caught his imagination and heart. These pictures
would grace the living rooms
of those who like the idea of
an England that consists of

fields, sea, cliffs, They are
painted with skill and devotion
- what more could you ask?

Dave Phillips
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Michelle Savage
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a hotel or restaurant. SMITH's
work on the other hand consists of masks made from a
variety of material. The whole
range of configuration is here
and one identifies with their

cubist source,

especially
Braque and Af rican masks
generally. This is a knowing
artist who can manipulate
forms to give an overall effect
of threat through distortion. lt is
an accomplished performance
and even though some of the
work is heavy with meaning,
distilled from a knowledge and
first-hand experience of nonEuropean art the actual artefacts are physically light which
somehow adds to their quality.
It is clever and sophisticated
dealing with forms that seek to
betray the unconscious tensions as well as the immediate
surface values when being
confronted by a different cultural tradition.
Dave Phillips
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Godwin, Hough and Downing
the Community Art Gallery
Avenue Road.

sake, who wants to say some-

thing significant, who

overwhelms us with his production
and finds his own satisfaction
has
the
Yet again CAW
shown
and raison d'eatre. He is intent
way, following in the footsteps of and focused and clearly we shall
the Southtown Gallery, to reveal see a lot more of this artist in
the potentialthat this gallery has exhibitions in the future.
for showing art. These three
artists are established names in
Dave Phillips
the area and the work on display
was a timely reminder that why Geoff Underwood - Paintings
the world falls apart they are
Southtown Gallery at Gaia,
working away in their studios or
Leamington Spa
walking the byways and highways of England recording their It may seem as if artists have
observations. Godwin's work been producing on-the-spot landhas developed with the accent scape studies from time
on colour so the images have immemorial. But this is not the
become more alive, more grip- case. lt was Constable, Turner,
ping with greater fluency and Corot, Courbet and then the
control. There seems to be more lmpressionists who established it
optimism and confidence so that as an independent subject in its
in the next few years we may own right. Both Constable and
well be surprised by her devel- Turner's sketches and wateropment and direction. Hough's colours are in many ways their
work so different but so intrigu- most vital pieces
work
ing which has the fascination of because it was here that they
the suggestive, the evocation were able to concentrate their
through the muffled mark-mak- energies without the distraction
ing of the understatement, the of studio conventions. The same
metaphor of reflection, all of is true in this exhibition. lt is the
which was mentioned in a mixed media studies of the
review in 'aftspace'of his work Cornish coastline that are the
when exhibited in the Southtown most convincing. The subsegallery. He continues his dream quent developments in the studio
like way poised between the real don't carry the same weight.
and the imagined to create They seem either stiff in comparworks that hold you through the ison or, in the case of Edge of
power of their imaginative force. White Horse Downs, almost as
It is hoped he will have another loose and casual as one of David
exhibition in the area in the next Hockney's vapid Canyon series.
five years for his development
could well startle us and fill us The modest studies on the bluswith wonder. Downing's work is tery cliff-tops of Cornwall make
well known offering landscapes up for this, however. ln the best of
boldly executed and social com- these, Rock Near Man's Head,
ment images that suggest the the drama of the rock formation is
demi-monde without
well observed. Honest and
being explicit. Here is an artist detailed observation set the
who clearly loves mark-making headland in context and give us
for its own
an unmistakable sense of the

of

rock's structure and its location.
The weather gets a mention to.
Either the artist was unlucky
with the timing of his visits or he
deliberately chose to go out
when he was in danger of getting blown back inland. The rain
lashes down, the skies glower,
and the waves come crashing in
against the foot of the cliffs.

It's good to see such honest
endeavour in a genre that's
been so thoroughly annexed by

the chocolate box brigade.

ln

Coast Line Near St lves, pastel,

conte and charcoal

arc
deployed in such a way as to
bring this meeting of forces into
sharp relief without resorting to
the usual clich6s.
Turner need not , I am glad to
say, start turning in his grave, at
least not on this occasion.
Peter McCafthy

Jill Murray
The Loft Theatre
This is a delightful exhibition and
one appropriate to its setting. lt
has a theatrical feel with glitz
and glamour. Yet the materials
are humble enough, simply consisting of plastic pieces, ribbon
and wire. Murray manages
through these to catch the light
and create artefacts that literally
dazzle the eye. They tend to be
square in format and configured
on the basis of one unit that is
repeated to form a pattern of

intriguing shapes. There is a
serious artistic quest here coupled with humour, for they raise
the spirits with their festive air
and their imaginative knowingcont page

I
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Nigel Rolfe
Life Without Life
Leamington Art Gallery

Transience. Moftality. The

effervescence of the human
condition and indeed of life
itself... all of these larger than
life concepts are treated by
Rolfe with a refreshingly deft
and uncomplicated touch. The
installation is minimalist in its
execution - a sequence of 162
black and white and colour
slides projected into the dark
within an aural soundscape that
has also been composed by the
artist - and yet manages to
easily encapsulate all of the
above concepts while at the
same time allowing the viewer
space to formulate their own
ideas about life and death and
the installation itself.

It's rather like cloudwatching.
The slides - all close-up shots
of dead flowers and foliage seem to concentrate the
essence of their subject while
also rendering them somehow
alien and otherworldly. This is
obviously Rolfe's intention.

'Life 1 1'
copyright Nigel Rolfe
Page 6
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These flowers of death, whilst
remaining unquestionably flowers, also become abstractions
and it is partly this abstraction of
something that once had life that
rouses our pity and compassion.
They once had life but are now
only empty vessels, inanimate
objects, curios, a by-product of
the natural cycle. lt is easy to
make comparisons between
them and our own condition, our
own potential for ultimate inani-

mation. By viewing them on
another level as abstract
shapes and textures - it is also
easy to see within them similes
and metaphors of our own physicality - we can draw parallels
between them and our own flesh
and blood. lt is this innate human
ability that Rolfe relies on to
make this installation work: the
human tendency to perceive
humanoid shapes or humanic
connections in un-human
objects/forms. As I said, it is like
watching clouds and seeing within their ever changing forms a
familiar face or object. Rolfe's
'clouds' though are fixed - we
know they are flowers - but the
environment itself - the darkened

room, the hypnotically ethereal
music - lends them a fluidity, an
ability to keep pace with the flux
of our thoughts and imagination... and they become suddenly something else: an angel with
arms outstretched in praise, an
old man gathering wood, a fragment of calcified bone. I have
seen all of these things when

gazing at the sequence of slides
and allowing my thoughts to drift,
aided by the music (which helps

to

detach one from time and
place). And all of these visions
are then fed back into the ideas
of life and death, moftality, transience and the circle is complete.
A circle that not only mirrors the
continuous loop of the slides and
the music but also, of course,

mirrors the cycle of life and
death. All of which is very pertinent to the ideas that inspired
Rolfe to this endeavour in the
first place.
The quality of the slides too, their
composition and lighting also
feed into the world-beyond-theveil feel of the installation. The
flower heads and stalks are shot
in extreme close-up and lit dramatically against a deep black
background. They appear to be
adrift in the depths of the universe - or better still they resemble in utero photographs or pictures of microscopic life forms
free falling through a different
type of universal space altogether. The effect is very uncanny.
Leamington Art Gallery has
dome well to bring the work of
such a high calibre artist as Rolfe
beneath its roof - hopefully they
are setting a precedent. Life
Without Life ran from January
20th to February 25th 2001.

NigelRolfe

Sfeve Blake

The editorial staff at artspace wish to dedicate this issue to the memory of Barry Burman

From'The Pilgims Progess'

Barry Burman

Barry Burman
14th June 1943 - 17 Feb 2001

Subscribe to LSA and receive artspace free. 810.00 per year or t5.00 for concessions
LSA is a pro-active organisation seeking to promote the Visual Arts in Leamington Spa and the surrounding area. We are a constituted association currently applying for charitable status. Our membership consists of both artists and supporters of the Visual Arts. LSA
does not patronise any particular style or form of Visual Art, but seeks to support any Visual Art of quality and merit. Our activities
include: representing the Visual Arts in the upcoming bid for Leamington's "Cultural Quarter'', promoting Visual Arts exhibitions and
events for the public, establishing local studio and exhibition space, and producing a quarterly newsletter containing all the essential
local art news and information.
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Terry Frost - Six Decades
Mead Gallery Arts Centre
University of Warwick

Most people know about St lves
with its artists, its ice cream vans
and its very own Tate Gallery.
The artists got there first of
course. What attracted them
was the light, the ambience and
the romance of the sea, but what
they seem to have got, as a no

doubt welcome bonus,

is

longevity. They simply go on forever. Royal Academician Sir
Terry Frost is no exception. This
Leamington born-and-bred artist
has been around long enough to
accumulate six decades of work.
Even the DSS pensions department doesn't demand such
length of service but art, as we
know, does.

The hand has perhaps started to
waiver a bit in these latter years
but the work still displays that
sense of adventure which he
shared with his St lves associates. Frost was of course, lucky
in that he went to Cambenruell
School of Art during its golden
era. lt was the Goldsmiths of the
day and some of that gold-dust
seems to have rubbed off on
him. The catalogue emphasises
his reaction against his teachers
and certainly he tossed aside the
fustiness of
Euston
Coldstream and the rest, but
what he did pick up on was their
commitment to the notion of
modern art as something worth
getting involved in.

Rd

Frost was encouraged in his
attempts to extend the scope of
his involvement by the artists he
rubbed shoulders with in St lves,
particularly Victor Pasmore and
Barbara Hepworth. lt wasn't long
before he was as uncompromis-

a
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ingly abstract as they were. The
subject-matter and condition of
the earlier work seems a bit
weather-beaten in comparison
with the crisper-looking later
offerings. These first experiments in abstraction are unmistakably Cornish with sea and
ships ever present, though
implied rather than spelt out.
Compared with what was to
come later from artists in this
country and the United States,
the paint-handling and the simplicity of the concepts can be
rather limited. But pioneers
have to begin somewhere. We
wouldn't expect the Wright
brothers early efforts at flying to
look like Concorde and the
same applies here.

when it's over the sea. lt's not
easy because it's a picturesque
cliche and therefore a no-go area
unless irony is your angle.
This could never be the case with
Frost. The youthful innocence
and energy of the purely abstract
work is in fact its most abiding
characteristic. When he sticks to

this he can't lose. This can

be
seen at its clearest in two snappy
red, white and blue numbers that
are separated by thirty years of
practice. Exclamation Mark 2000

just about has it over the earlier
Stacked Red Pisa 1971. lts wry
cunning speaks of experience. A
feast for the eye and a lesson in
perseverance.
Peter McCarthy

ln the work that was subsequently freed from these nautical associations the language is
strictly geometrical with circles
predominating but with the
occasional squashy elliptical
shape making an appearance.
This is the territory of international post-painterly abstraction.
The forms are equally basic, the
colours equally pure and the
scale equally enormous. But
are they as interesting? Well, as
interesting as Elsworth Kelly?
Maybe, but compared with
Barnet Newman, Mark Rothko,
Morris Louis and Frank Stella
the work is less compelling. lt's
Frank Bruno versus Mike Tyson
and we know whose going to
win. ln the very latest work the
circular forms are associated
with the setting and rising sun.
Perhaps he was getting bored
with the austerity of strict,
euclidean geometry, but this
attempt to come full circle back
to the sea-front was probably illadvised. The setting sun is not
an easy subject especially

cont from page

5

ness. The titles reinforce the message of the pieces as in 'Gridlock'
where the relief has been hung on
a mesh that reminds one of fishnet stockings. The tonal contrast
of the plastic that is both reflective
and transparent with pieces of

black lace ribbon interwoven in
the structure gives a party carnival atmosphere to 'Waving not
drowning'. This is typical of many
others such as'Bow Ties' and 'Tu
Tutees' and 'ln Your Dreams'.
The exhibition has a coherence
and professionalism that reveals
an artist making work that is distinctly different from the norm, difficult to categorise, probing and
altogether most satisfying.
Dave Phillips
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Landscapes galore
Mike Bibby
Paintings, Art at Glebe House
December
There are artists who can plough
a familiar furrow and then there
are others who wouldn't be seen
dead within a hundred miles of a
field of swaying corn or a nicely
thatched cottage. Mike Bibby
seems to have no such qualms.
scours
lanes of
Worcestershire for likely-looking
sources and then happily gets on
with the job of turning them into
more or less standard landscapes. In all fairness there's
nothing quaint about his views of

He

the

rolling hills and

winter
hedgerows, but they're familiar
enough all the same.

All artists are engaged in

an
enquiry, They try to reveal something that reflects both the subject and their response to it. We

understand this as the artist's
vision and we expect it to be
special in some way. The more
familiar the genre the more difficult it is to come up with anything
new. Mike Bibby's solution, (taking his cue from Cezanne), is to
look for the hidden geometry in
the natural forms that he
observes. As Cezanne discovered, this is not an enterprise
that can be taken on lightly. Any
breaks with convention need to
be formally and contextually justified. They need to be welcomed
also but not if they are simply
gratuitous.

The landscapes in which Bibby
is trying to do something different are often invaded disconceftingly by arbitrary chunks of
geometry. Only in Hall Farm
Birlingham, is he successful. The
Page 10
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painting works because the pollarded trees that cut the painting horizontally do so justifiably
and with dramatic effect. lt's
quite a clever painting, professionally rendered, as all the
work is, but witty enough to distinguish it from his other more
predictable compositions.

;i ? views
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being isolated f rom their true pur-

pose and the context in which
they might have originally made

The drawings are more confi-

sense. Unlike Duchamp however
the material is milked for its picturesque quaintness. This might
have proved disastrous if the
images weren't rendered with
such technical sophistication. lt's
about as good as you are likely
to see anywhere.

dent and straight-fonruard. They
benefit from direct contact with
the source which drawing from
observation always allows. A
more exacting enquiry at this
earlier stage might have given
him a better chance of succeeding with some of the more
ponderous offerings.

Trained as a printmaker at the
Royal College of Art, Dixon is
acutely sensitive to the properties of the materials she uses.
These couldn't be simpler
graphite, varnish, tissue paper
and colour washes - but what
she does with them couldn't be

Peter McCarthy

Jane Dixon
Parallel Objects
Royal Pump Rooms,
Leamington Spa

Jane Dixon has perfected
ingenious method of

an
drawing

that suits her

subject-matter
down to a tee. Or should that be
toe, because the sense of the
human body is never far away
in this fascinating exhibition. lt's

never represented directly
either. We are only allowed to
see it second-hand, echoed in
the stylised outlines of medical
devices that have been developed to treat or brace it. The
devices she features have the
look of those contraptions that
you can find illustrated in old
medical journals, the sort that
might advocate leaches as a
cure for the ague.
There's more than a passing
resemblance to the imagery of
Duchamp's Large Glass. The
devices are rendered absurd by

more complex or

unusual.
Layers of tissue are varnished to
make them semi-transparent.
These than act as a veil that carries or moderates the image that
has been worked with graphite
powder and laid underneath.
Some of these work better than
others. The more diagrammatic
the rendering the less convincing
the treatment of the surfaces
becomes. There's also something slightly unconvincing about
the bits of paraphernalia that are
drawn as lit forms. They sit
uncomfoftably in their acres of
dark space not just isolated
physically but also conceptually

The drawings work best when
the imagery has less intrinsic
form. ln her most recent works
she has concentrated on chainmail as the subject. This turns
out to be a wise move as it provides the opportunity to animate
and give form to objects that
would othenryise simply lie in a
heap. The large scale of the
drawings also helps. Scale usually endows a piece of work with
presence and we can see that

Fi
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illustrated here. The linked sections spread across the paper
like viruses under a microscope.
marvellous Untitled
(Green Tunic) 1999 this is only
arrested when it corresponds
with the shape of the body. lts
warlike purpose evaporates and
it become like a ghost that has
gone astray. A clever transformation.

ln the

Fi 3
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images did not particularly benefit
from being larger in scale, the two
ambitious works 'Gate to the

Garden' and 'Spring Tree

in

Willes Road' did justify their size.
The more elaborately worked
compositions created rich poetic
images. The mono-prints in stark
black and white evoked an echo
of the pressed flowers sometimes
found between the pages of long
unopened books.

Peter McCafthy

ln contrast to the larger works,
the smallest in the show 'Stag
Gillian lrving
Collographs Mono Prints
Southtown Gallery
Leamington Spa

Beetle', a simple mono-print of six
inches square on recycled paper
with a pine frame, had desirable
object quality.

The images, which predominate There was nothing particularly
throughout this exhibition, are strange about 'Strange Flowers'
taken from natural history. but in general the titles of the picReptiles, insects, trees and flow- tures were refreshingly unpreteners are presented with great tious. In the cases of 'Chameleon
panache, sometimes like isolat- and Bottle Nose Chameleon'that
ed specimens in a display case is what you got, a clever colloor mixed together in more elabo- graph of stylising the essence of
rate compositions. The collo- the subject matter.
graph and mono-print techniques are ideally sited to max-

imising

views

One of the most satisfying
aspects of collography is the
opportunity it gives the printmaker to experiment with

colour, each print
unique, the colour

being
being
applied individually to each

print. Another bonus is the-

faint residual colour picked up
around the edges of the print--

surface. Anyone who has
struggled with the more protracted technicalities involved
in other printing methods may
enjoy the liberating directness
of collography. Gillian lrving
demonstrates the rich possibilities of working with this technique and the chosen subject
matter is ideally suited top it.
I gather from the proprietors of
GAIA, The Southtown Gallery,
that this exhibition was a great
success for the artist and
those fortunate to see it and I
look fonruard to another in the
same vein.

Terry Webster

the decorative and

graphic potential of the subject
matter with a combination of
hard edge and imaginative use
of colour.

Although there

is a

superficial

similarity between traditional
printing methods and collography, the fact that the printmaker
has manufactured the plate from
card, paper and other materials
gives this method an intimate
and personal feel from the very

beginning

of the process.

ln

some cases the 'plate' has aesthetic qualities of its own.
Within the exhibition there was a
great variation in the size of the
pictures. Where as the sunflower

Michelle Savage

review by David Phillis on page 4
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Parellel Objects
Jane Dixon
Leamington Spa Art Gallery
And Museum

This follows on nicely

from
Nigel Rolfe's Life Without Life
exhibition - the exploration of
the fragility and transience of
life. Parallel Objects explores
the fragility and the transience
of the human body and bodily
health. Jane Dixon takes for
her inspiration the life maintaining accoutrements of the medical world and the life protecting
products of the armourer - helmets and gauntlets battle
alongside crinoline baths and
breathing machines for a slice
of our attention.

succeeds. We make the connection without effort: we see a helmet, we think of the skull it was

meant to protect; we

see
gauntlets, we think of the hands;
we see a tunic, we think of the
torso and so on.

"
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place. lf anything it adds a little
depth to our perception of them.
The work is composed of layers
of extremely thin paper, waxed
and varnished, built up like a
series of X-rays - in most cases
we are presented with a crosssection of each object - this
process creates beautiful textures and blemishes and delivers a ghostly transparent quality
to the work. This process, of
course, also has parallels with
our physical make-up - the layers of our skin, the way it bruises when hurt is done to it, etc.
As I said, the connection

The medical equipment is just as
finely depicted - wire hips and
breathing machines - and again
that inevitable connection with
the human body is made and the
connection is all the more
poignant for the body's absence.
All these objects are brought to
the same levelof purposeful existence - the two very different between 'them' and 'us' is
worlds of medicine and armour unavoidable. We are the same.
find common ground that links Hence the title of the exhibition.
them completely. The human Given the acute visceral qualibody itself. These objects not ties of such subject matter, the
The two worlds, when you think only take their function from the level of fragility and ethereality
about it, are not an incongru- body but also their shape. They that Dixon has imbued into her
ous mix - and I am not referring are inanimate extensions of our- painting/drawings is astounding
to a glib connection between selves. ln the cores of their - and without losing any of that
the damage done to the body diverse fabrics and robust visceral quality! An achievement
by the crafts of the weapon machinery they arc humanoid; that makes us reflect upon our
smith and the attempts of med- they owe their existence to us - own bodily fabrics and machinical science to piece that body as some of us owe our existence ery with a more precious and
back together again. Jane to them. lt is a poetic symbiosis. protective eye.
Dixon does not concern herself
with the offensive side of the This connection established, the Parallel Objects ran from 3rd
armourer's trade but focuses sheer delicacy of Dixon's work in March to 16th April 2001 .
purely on the defensive: cloth- relation to these traditionally cold,
ing and 'machines' as protec- hard objects is not so out of
Stephen Blake.
tion against the hurts of an outside agent. The tunics and helmets are very delicately rendered which at first seems at
odds with their purpose but
Dixon is not merely concerned
with a simple representation of
the individual objects. What
Dixon is also seeking to capture - and capture by its obvious absence - is the fragility of
the human frame that these
items were built/designed/
molded to protect. In this she
'On the edge of the Wiltshire Downs' Geoff Underwood
Page 12
review by on page 5
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Junction Agency for Artists
Support for Visual Artists
Junction Agency for Artists is an
independent non-profit making,
membership organisation - suppofting visual artists/groups and organisations in the West Midlands.

Through the provision

services: advice

of

support

& information,

resource facility, quarterly newsletter, planned networking and training
events, and our developing website;
we offer an individual tailored
approach that responds to the identified needs of our members.
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Since our launch in May 2000 we
have been actively undertaking a
series of outreach meetings and
advice surgeries, while making
connections with other arts organisations and potential paftners in
the region.

One of our core objectives is to
develop an organisation that
remains influenced by your needs
and requirements. So, if you have
not heard from us yet - make contact, let us know who you are and
how we can supporUinform your
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Contact us:
Junction Agency for Artists
Unit 10, Old Union Mill, 17 - 23
Grosvenor Street West,
Ladywood, Birmingham 816 8HW
01 21 61 62426
Facsimile: 0121 6162429 Email:
nf o @ j u nctionagency. o rg. u k

Telephone :
i

practice.

Forth coming exhibition Exhibition
Naked - Alisha Miller
Warwick University Library Gallery
Dates - 14 May - 1st June 2001
This exhibition of paintings and vinyl collages explore the female life model
from a womens view. 'Generally throughout the history of art, men have used
women as their life models. Many images of women are therefore depicted
from a male point of view. Very often leaving the life model or woman to be pas sive in their role and the arflsf as a voyeur. As a woman, I wish to record
images of women in celebration of who and what we are.'
Alisha Miller April 2001

Studio in the Bank
Artists are invited,"
gallery on Sunday 1st July, 2-4 pm or Monday 2 July 10.30. - 4.00 pm.
Selection on Tuesday 3rd July.All enquiries to Jane Powell Art Studios, 1a
bank Gallery, 13 High St, Kenilworth CV81LY 01676 535597
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'Pregnant Cheryl

Kneeling'

Alisha Miller

email jane @jpanstudio.co.uk

New film website goes on line

www.moviefeast.com
A Leamington based company has launched its new film website which screens movies from professional filmmakers as
well as new filmmakers. They are also filming interviews with top filmmakers such as 'Klling Fields'producer David Puttnam
and 'Fifth Element'producer, lain Smith, talking about their work. Even though it is early days, the response has been phenomenonal. lf you are a serious filmmaker who wants global exhibition of their work moviefeast.com will screen your film
for free. All they need is a vhs copy of the work. Fudher details can obtained from www.moviefeast.com or you can email
them at moviefeast@moviefeast.com.
Page 13
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and Sponsors Column

Coverart Barry Burman

Warwickshire College School of Art and Design

Thanks go to Rosy Burman for the use of

Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 5JE

Barry's images on the cover and inside this

Tel:01926 318000 Fax:01926 318111

tssue.

aftspace without doubt will miss Barry and
we send Rosy all our love and best wishes
for the future. Barry was not only a great
painter but a great man who gave his time
freely and unselfishly to people. He was a
great supporter of the arts in this area and a
great supporter ol aftspace, he even wrote a
film review for us once. The respect shown
to him as a man, as a teacher, as an artist
and as a friend has been clearly evident. As
he would say 'God Bless ya guvnor'.

Anybody can send material in but if you do
the ideal lormat is to email it to:
artspace @dircon.co.uk
or on disk in word, claris works, Macwrite or
text only files. Please do not send in hand

written documents. Typed and printed

Your local School Art for all your needs in education and training in the arts with full time - part timeshort course provision including Fine Art, Design
and Media and Multimedia Gommunications.

if

that's all you have.
Thank you

Change of address - Please note
Can all correspondence to artspace be sent

to its new address 30

Plymouth Place

Leamington Spa. email remains the same.

For further information on courses and careers advice contact:
Programme Area Manager - Fine Arts
Dave Hirons :
Programme Area Manager - Design
Maurice Wood :
Programme Area Manager - Multi Media and
Lyndon Sly :
Communications

Late publication of this issue
The editor apologies for the lateness of this
issue but due to an unforeseen situation,

a serious illness, it has not been
possible to get it out any earlier. The editor is
recovering well and hopefully things will be
namely

back to normal soon. Thanks to all those

For all enquiries for all courses full and part time
Tel 01926 318233

who have enquired about the situation.
aftspace lssue#l2
April/May 2001

Editor - Bill Jackson
Printed by TW Printing

Contributors - David Phillips,

Pete

McCarthy, Steven Blake, Terry Webster,
Steve Phillips, Alisha Miller, Jane Powelland
Sara Dewsbury

aftspace greatly appreciates the support and printing of this issue
by the School of Art and Design

aftspace
30 Plymouth Place
Leamington Spa
Wanrvickshire

cv31 1HN
LSA Committee
Chair - Catherine Bates
Vice Chair - Tim Richards
Membership - Dominica Vaughan
Secretary - Liz Wright
Finance Secretary - David PhilliPs

Committee members also include Steve
Phillips and Bill Jackson
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Support for this issue greatly received lrom

colbaltuk.com ltd
web design e-commerce hosting streaming video internet
broadcast quicktime & windows media
The Malthouse
William Street
Leamington Spa
@ cobaltuk.com
Tel 01926 430181

email: info

http ://www.coba ltu k.com

